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um a story about a young girl(she looks young but is REALLY old)but really i will be long and the first
chapt is the intro.
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1 - Capt.1:Introduction

The moon hung in the clear black night sky.It was a normal full moon to the mortal eye. But this night the
moon was extra bright. Harvesting has begun!. Harvesting is a time all vampires love. A time when they
swarm the world and feast like crazy. The harvest lastest 7 nights, and as all the old tales go, there is
only one who can prevent them. Of course this creature has to be like them.It also has to be evil;yet
good.The one for this position of one thousand years.And her name is Victoria, Victoria D. Charlotte.
She was born to this world in the year 1682, the 15th of October. Now you might ask how such a
creature is made and selected? Well only one half-breed is made every thousand years and is appointed
and trained by the elder half-breed. There are many advanteges for Victoria, like she can move like a
vampire and can also see like them. But there are some disadvanteges. She has to feed on blood, she
can not stop all vampires because if she wiped them out the world would be disrupted, and last but not
least she is only awake during the night. You might say she is very beautiful but she can get ugly when
provocted. Here's the story of the Harvest Of Death....

i actually started the storie for my Vampire Hunter details pic. well i WILL write more. so please leave a
comment because oit would sure make me happy! bai bai! ^^
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